Thermal infrared data from the NOAA polar orbiting satellite and hydrographic observations from uracip are used to estimate the eccentricity and the rotation rat of wavelike perturbations around the circumference of a Gulf Stream cyclonic eddy in April 1977. From the satellite data, the rotation rate 00 is estimated at w (4.4:t 0. 1) X 10-6 s-1 for the period April "-6. Estimates of w are otained from the trajectory of satellite-tracked drifters and from changes in the sea surface temperature A"ld detemined -trati with~ the Guftream In the sequence shown in FigDuring the study, one ring called BOB was formed from a ure 1, the meander forms an iaolated eddy which drifts slowly meander, drifted westward as an isolated feature, interacted westwardi until it interacts with the stream. The interaction is with the stream, reseparated, and drifted westward agi ni extremely complex, but some aspects of it have been studied ultimately rejoining the stream near Cape Hatteras [Doblar ((iover, 1977; JanepauL. 1979 Waifs and Olson, 19781.Afeineatotedyagnsprtsadditsoa For a brief period between formation (Feburary 23) until Afte itracton, theweddy Capn seaates Dudrits ina interaction (April 20) the ring, an elliptical-shaped feature clcke rady twasoerd deapeo Hthreeprat rurnhs andw as observed in several infrard (rR) images obtied by the edywsoevdinetlonhrespaecussan NOAA-5 very high resolution radometer (VHRR) operatedi was marked and followed with a satellite-tracked drifter. The by the National Environmental Saelt Sevie Wahntn postinteraction observations were discusied by BI ac t aL D. C. From the satellite data, one may estimate several a-~ 119801, OLson 119801, Ruchar,. (19801. Vastm a..t al. 11980) , pects of the ring including its size, its shape, and cetinsb and others. Here we are concerned with the earlier prerng scales of motion. Since remote observations; of oceanic interaction period, however. features from satellites are becoming more avalale it is i.-For the period shown in Figure 1 , digital satellite data are portant to establish the connection beten bere features available for two time intervals. These data were processed to and ocean dynamics. Thus we consider the implication of the remove geometric distortions according to an algorithm delsatellite observations and complementary hydrographic obeer-scribed by Laleckis and Pr~tchaord 119761. The resulting iaẽ vatins inthis tudy.were distortion free and could be used to estimate the saes v aticular we prsn thedy eincforoaonfsuOf the feature, an ellipse, and to estimate the eccentricity and '9 frin scale perturbations from satellite and surface observainaino h xs C-N ns.Fro esimaes f te rlevnt ondmenkma p600. We made no oorection for atmospheric attenuation. it Fromestmats o th reevan nodimnsinalparme-would pose dilficulty if it varied signilicantly over t sale of *eswesuggest that the elliptical shape is due to the prsec ta ble wave with azimuthal wave number n -2 (-e the ring, and if one were interested in quantitative surilice L14*ofaround the circumference at a rotation rate about temperature,1 analyses. Neither is the case in our study. On Oftemaximum tangential velocity. March 9 and 12 the eddy appears a an isolated ellipica hatur, ad fom pri 8to 16, there are A"v imge showilg the 
19801.
The study focused on the evolution of such features by ocenographic Offce for the period February 23, 1977, to repeatedly observing them from the time of their formation April 20, 1977, which spans the time from formation unti wn until their demise.
-trati with~ the Guftream In the sequence shown in FigDuring the study, one ring called BOB was formed from a ure 1, the meander forms an iaolated eddy which drifts slowly meander, drifted westward as an isolated feature, interacted westwardi until it interacts with the stream. The interaction is with the stream, reseparated, and drifted westward agi ni extremely complex, but some aspects of it have been studied ultimately rejoining the stream near Cape Hatteras [Doblar ((iover, 1977; JanepauL. 1979; Richardso., 198&, Va... or of, and Cheney, 1977; Backs at aL. 1980; Rtkhardon, 1980; Vas-I98MI. sano et al, 1980 ; Waifs and Olson, 19781.Afeineatotedyagnsprtsadditsoa For a brief period between formation (Feburary 23) until Afte itracton, theweddy Capn seaates Dudrits ina interaction (April 20) the ring, an elliptical-shaped feature clcke rady twasoerd deapeo Hthreeprat rurnhs andw as observed in several infrard (rR) images obtied by the edywsoevdinetlonhrespaecussan NOAA-5 very high resolution radometer (VHRR) operatedi was marked and followed with a satellite-tracked drifter. The by the National Environmental Saelt Sevie Wahntn postinteraction observations were discusied by BI ac t aL D. C. From the satellite data, one may estimate several a-~ 119801, OLson 119801, Ruchar,. (19801. Vastm a..t al. 11980), pects of the ring including its size, its shape, and cetinsb and others. Here we are concerned with the earlier prerng scales of motion. Since remote observations; of oceanic interaction period, however. features from satellites are becoming more avalale it is i.-For the period shown in Figure 1 , digital satellite data are portant to establish the connection beten bere features available for two time intervals. These data were processed to and ocean dynamics. Thus we consider the implication of the remove geometric distortions according to an algorithm delsatellite observations and complementary hydrographic obeer-scribed by Laleckis and Pr~tchaord 119761. The resulting iaẽ vatins inthis tudy.were distortion free and could be used to estimate the saes v aticular we prsn thedy eincforoaonfsuOf the feature, an ellipse, and to estimate the eccentricity and '9 frin scale perturbations from satellite and surface observainaino h xs C-N ns.Fro esimaes f te rlevnt ondmenkma p600. We made no oorection for atmospheric attenuation. it Fromestmats o th reevan nodimnsinalparme-would pose dilficulty if it varied signilicantly over t sale of *eswesuggest that the elliptical shape is due to the prsec ta ble wave with azimuthal wave number n -2 (-e the ring, and if one were interested in quantitative surilice L14*ofaround the circumference at a rotation rate about temperature,1 analyses. Neither is the case in our study. On Oftemaximum tangential velocity. ages, and Figure 3 is a digital surface temperature field for the an increase of about 60% using the 2-and 3-day values eddy region that corresponds to the outlined box in the two through April 16. During this period, an unmistakaible &c=e-photographs. From the figures, a major and minor axis can be erattion is occurring. When the shorter intervals are included, found, and the angular rotation rate of the axes can be calcu-and when a less accurate image from April 19 is included, lated. We present data in Table I for the eccentricity (e -(a' there is an apparent deceleration of approximately the same
2 /a, where a, b are the semimajor and semiminor axes, magnitude. Images from this later interval show the Gulf respectively), the angle 0 made by the major axis with east (0 Strewm to be encircling the ring, so our estimates Suggest a > 0 counterclockwise), and the rotation rate w determined es-'spin-up' and 'spin-down' associated with the interaction procsentially by comparing the analyses at different times as illus-ea. trated in Figure 4 . For convenience, we include w' -ei/f as a In addition to the satellite data, there are two types of obnondimensional rotation rate. Values are approximately 5% of servations which may also be used to obtain a rotation estif -213 sin 9. For the April data, several time intervals are mate. In April an extensive survey of the ring was carried out available to estimate w. From any single rectified photograph, as paun of the interdisciplnary ring study ISdunmkz e L 1977).
the angle 0is likely to bedetermined to within about*59. Us-R/V Knorrleft Miami onApril 9en route to ring BOB. Upon ing that estimate, we find an error &Q' of about * 10% for the arrival, a drifter was deployed, and an expendable bath-2-to 3-day averages, but for the interval April 8-16, only ythermograph trace (XBT) survey to determine the centr and ±3%.
extent of the ring was made. Based on the center eshmate, a The April values are approximately the same as the earlier detailed XBT star-shaped survey of the high-velocity region March one, suggesting that while isolated, the rotation rate of was made to determie the azimuthal structure of the ring the axes may be about constant. The subsequent values show [O0son ansd Spence, 19781. These two portions of the cruise cc- Figure 5 shows the surface temperature field at the two ure, we analyze the depth anomaly field for each XBT, AZ, -times. From the second star-shaped array, a ring center was (Zs -Z,,),. Positive values mean that the 15*C isotherm was located at 36 0 42.0N, 69033.4"W. This value is within a few observed to be shallower than its average depth at its particukilometers of independent center determinations made from lar radial distance from center. Figure 7 suggests an azimuthal subsurface estimates. It is also about where one would suggest wave mode of the form # -4i(r, z)e' ' ) with n -2. from the satellite image based on locating the center of the The apparent rotation rate of the major-minor axis could be area of an isotherm. For the time interval between the two produced by the azimuthal circulation around the ring. One analyses, we estimate w' -2 X 10-2, and from the star survey, measure of the intensity of this circulation is the thermal Rose .9, in reasonably good agreement with the satellite estisby number.
mate.
The trajectory of the drifter launched in the ring (0731A) Rtr= -p . has been smoothed by a cubic spline and plotted by Richard- Figure 3a| . An eccentric orbit results, and from it we estimated the orientation of the major axes for a few interwhere Ap is the horizontal density difference, f the Coriolis vals between launch date (April 14) and interaction (April 25).
parameter, H and L are characteristic vertical and horizontal The data are shown in Table 2 and suggest a value for Wdimensions, and Ur is the difference in azimuthal velocity 2.2 x 10-2. In Figure 6 we plot the various sd estimates.
from the bottom to the top of the layer. For the March XBT Although there are some differences in the estimated values and AXBT surveys, only a rough value of RT is available, but of w' from the various observations, the sense and approxifor the April period, CTD data and extensive XBT coverage mate magnitude of rotation is rather well established. The difpermit a better estimate to be made. We show these values in ferences from the March to April satellite values are not sig- Table I , where Rp) and R 7 (T) indicate the value is based on nificant from this small sample. The surface temperature and density or XDT data. Since salinity values are lower in the drifter estimates are smoothed over time and are likely biased ring than in the surrounding water, the R, (7) value is an overtoward lower values. The eccentricity apparently is decreasing estimate compared with the more accurate R4o) value, but for the ring when isolated, but increases during the interthe latter is less representative of the ring since only one radial action. These two observations suggest that the initial elliptic section of hydrographic stations is useful and Rp) was availring becomes more circular and that the axes rotate in the di-able for only one time. Over 80 XBrs are included in the rection of mean flow. R(A) value for the April case; about 20 for the March case.
In addition to the surface data presented above, there • One might expect a relationship similar to that observed in other observations of the ring's interior fields. Corresponding certain laboratory experiments with baroclinic flows. In these to the mid-March period an XBT survey from R/V Eademor particular experiments, a cylindrical container is rotated [see lchardson, 1980, Figure lb] and an AXBT survey (Dobabout its axis at 2 with an imposed radial temperatuu -diiar, 19771 were made. As noted above, extensive X9T and ent sufficiently strong to produce an elliptical (nconductivity, temperature, and depth (CTD) data a avail-which propagates steadily around the cylinder at ,otx able for the April period. From these sources, we may eWtiw. (See Spence and Fudz (1977, Figure Ib] , for exasupte.) mate the intensity of the ring and the magnitude of the azi-ties of I I experiments at 0 -0.22 s-' yields a lear. square remuthal velocity component responsible for the rotation of the gression of axes. For the XBT star-shaped survey, we may also decompose d --0.001(*0.001) + 0.263(*0.023)RT sandard error) the temperature field into a mean radial variation and an azimuthal deviation from that mean [Oson, 19W0, OLsm nd The range of Rr was from 0. 1 to 0.25. Using the Rr value of Spence, 19781. The result of the (r, 0) decomposition is shown 0.26 from Table i, one calculates a rate 4d -0.067, which is in Figure 7 for the star survey. All 83 XB'rs were used to ob-within 35% of the average satellite value of 6d -0.05. The labtain a profile of the mean depth of the 150C isotherm 2, as a oratory experiments above are the continuously stratified, is with P and z, but using averaged values, a mean of N' 10' 5 s-2results. With HIL -(1500/50 x 10') -3 X 102, we obtain a value of B zz1.2. Thu for n -2 the ring is apparently sabl using this simple model.
Cor~cLusioNs
In this perwe have used astelite infrared images of a . The circled dot mu ark h center determined from April 15 to 17. The: large solid dots mark the location (with date) of the droped drifing buoy (0731IA), and the small solid dots identify the XBT location. 
